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Problem statement

- Data is being stored in increasingly large capacities

- Fast data is automatically generated by machines over time

- Tends to be especially large in volume

- e.g. sensor readings, logs from automated processes

- Humans have limited attention that does not grow

- The growth of our data is outpacing our ability to manually inspect it.

- How can we build a system that prioritizes attention by automatically showing users 

the most important insights about their data?



Motivating use cases

- Mobile applications

- Cambridge Mobile Telematics uses a mobile app collecting data about drivers 

- MacroBase can help detect bugs on specific devices and firmware

- CMT actually deployed MacroBase in production, used in evaluation

- Datacenter operations

- Server outages can be prevented or diagnosed by examining logs

- Workloads are highly heterogenous, making logs difficult to inspect manually

- Industrial monitoring

- Sensor readings can be used to identify hazards ahead of time



Related work

- Builds upon other data streaming systems (e.g. Storm, StreamBase, IBM Oracle 

Streams) and inspired by other specialized streaming systems (Gigascope, MCDB)

- No prior system for classifying and explaining fast data!

- Inspired by work in statistics and machine learning on outlier detection and data 

explanation, but must adapt to the domain of fast data streaming



Demo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhTJEU_l8rw&t=1125


System architecture

- MacroBase executes queries with pipelines of streaming operators

- Fully extensible: users can write their own operators and pipelines

- Three operating modes:

- GUI allows for interactive exploration

- One-shot queries can be run programmatically as individual passes

- Streaming queries can be run over a continuous stream of data



MacroBase pipeline

- Steps in a MacroBase pipeline:

- Ingestion: data streams ingested from an external 

source. Data points contain metrics and attributes

- Feature Transformation: optional domain-specific 

data transformations

- Classification: data points are labeled based on 

metrics

- Explanation: labeled data points are aggregated to 

produce explanations

- Presentation: explanations are ranked (default by 

degree of outlier) and displayed to users 



Classification system

- Default classifier labels outliers in a distribution of 

points (unsupervised density-based classification)

- Z-score (measure of standard deviations from 

mean) is not robust to outliers

- Use median absolute deviation (MAD) for univariate 

data

- Minimum covariance determinant (MCD) for 

multivariate

- Classify all points with a score above some 

percentile as outliers



Classification system

- Problem: how do we efficiently update MAD / MCD estimators 

as the data changes?

- Adaptable Damped Reservoir (ADR)

- Use a sample of input data exponentially weighted towards more 

recently added points

- Reservoir “decays”

- Unlike existing techniques, in ADR the decay interval is arbitrary

- Decay can be time-based or based on number of data points

- ADRs used both to sample input data for retraining model and 

to sample outlier scores for calculating percentiles



Explanation system

- Goal: find attributes common to outliers 

but uncommon to inliers

- Find combinations of attribute values with 

high risk ratio                 

- Where the combination appears a0 times in 

outliers and ai times in inliers, and there are 

b0 other outliers and bi other inliers

- Quantifies how much more likely a data 

point of this combination is to be an outlier

- Also find combinations with high support 

(presence in outliers)



Explanation system

- Naive approach involves iterating over all outliers and inliers

- Optimizations:

- Since outliers are fewer than inliers, first find combinations of attributes with 

support in the outliers, then search the inliers for those combinations

- Compute risk ratios for individual attributes first, then compute support of 

combinations of attributes with high risk ratio



Explanation system

- To stream explanations, use a heavy-hitters 

sketch called the Amortized Maintenance 

Counter (AMC)

- Maintains attributes with top k occurrence in 

the stream

- Compared to other sketches, is faster to update 

at the cost of memory usage

- For tracking combinations of attributes, use a 

tree data structure



Evaluation

- Evaluated MacroBase on synthetic and real-world data:

- On a synthetic dataset, MacroBase correctly identifies causes of outliers with <20% noise

- Using real-world server data to find anomalous hosts, MacroBase has >85% accuracy on all 

forms of anomalies

- Additional end-to-end testing on real datasets for throughput and # explanations:

- Case studies show applicability in combining supervised and unsupervised 

classification, time series data transformation, and video stream processing



Future work

- Expand to new domains!

- Designed to be highly flexible for any application involving classifying and explaining 

fast data, so possibilities are endless


